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EDITION SPECIALE by Luxe Pack arrives in Paris  
 
 
At a time of major societal and environmental changes, the players in the luxury industry are 
now reflecting on how to best respond to expectations while reconciling the most important 
aspects of their industry.  
EDITION SPECIALE by Luxe Pack is a new event dedicated to packaging, which provides 
important editorial content and the best adapted solutions from producers in order to 
overcome the current challenges in the profession. 
 
Since Paris, as the world's luxury capital, has a high concentration of the most influential 
brands in the world, EDITION SPECIALE by Luxe Pack is the one major event that the entire 
community has been waiting for.  
 
It will be a high-end, hybrid event held in an original format - two days, with one being at night 
- with a major interactive aspect: comprehensive content on a unique theme will be discussed 
in depth before the event and will then be the subject of a day-long overview with talks with 
insights from knowledge experts in attendance. The subject for 2019 will be unveiled very 
soon once the current consultations with various brands have finished. 

 
It will be an opportunity for the brands and producers to build partnerships based on their 
profession's leading concerns, to discuss a central focus, and to begin on a new path of 
collaborative innovation.  
 
Through the participation of this community of experts, the event organisers aim to open bold 
new perspectives to everyone in the luxury industry. These industry players will no doubt find 
one of the keys to their future performances. 
 
 
EDITION SPECIALE by Luxe Pack / 2019, June 4-5 / Carreau du Temple- Paris  
 
Press contact: Laurène Vucher  / lvucher@idice.fr  
 
INDICE is a professional event and trade show organiser: LUXE PACK MONACO, LUXE PACK NEW YORK, LUXE 
PACK SHANGHAI, LUXE PACK LOS ANGELES, FIP solution plastique® and 3D PRINT.  
INDICE is part of the Group INFOPRO Digital, a leading group for professional services and information (2,700 
employees, a revenue of €360M) covering several key sectors in the economy: construction, automotive, 
manufacturing, insurance and finance, distribution, tourism and local/regional authorities. 
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